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Abstract. Whereas traditional Desktop Grids rely on centralized servers for data
management, some recent progress has been made to enable distributed, largein-
putdata, using to peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols and Content Distribution Networks
(CDN). We make a step further and propose a generic, yet efficient data storage
which enables the use of Desktop Grids for applications with highoutputdata re-
quirements, where the access grain and the access patterns may be random. Our
solution builds on a blob management service enabling a large number of con-
current clients to efficiently read/write and append huge data that are fragmented
and distributed at a large scale. Scalability under heavy concurrency is achieved
thanks to an original metadata scheme using a distributed segment tree builton
top of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT). The proposed approach has been imple-
mented and its benefits have successfully been demonstrated within ourBlobSeer
prototype on the Grid’5000 testbed.

1 Introduction

During the recent years, Desktop Grids have been extensively investigated as an ef-
ficient way to build cheap, large-scale virtual supercomputers by gathering idle re-
sources from a very large number of users. Rather then relying on clusters of worksta-
tions belonging to institutions and interconnected through dedicated, high-throughput
wide-area interconnect (which is the typical physical infrastructure for Grid Comput-
ing), Desktop Grids rely on desktop computers from individual users, interconnected
through Internet. Volunteer computing is a form of distributed computing in which
Desktop Grids are used for projects of public interest: the infrastructure is built thanks
to volunteers that accept to donate their idle resources (cycles, storage) in order to con-
tribute to some public cause. These highly-distributed infrastructures can typically ben-
efit to embarrassingly-parallel, computationally intensive applications, where the work-
load corresponding to each computation can easily be divided into a very large set of
small independent jobs that can be scattered across the available computing nodes. In
a typical (and widely used) setting, Desktop Grids rely on a master/worker scheme: a
central server (playing the master role) is in charge of distributing the small jobs to
many volunteer workers that have announced their availability. Once the computations
are complete, the results are typically gathered on the central (master) server, which



validates them, then builds a global solution. BOINC [1], XtremWeb [2] or Entropia [3]
are examples of such Desktop Grid systems.

The initial, widely-spread usage of Desktop Grids for parallel applications consist-
ing in non-communicating tasks with small input/output parameters is a direct conse-
quence of the physical infrastructure (volatile nodes, lowbandwidth), unsuitable for
communication-intensive parallel applications with highinput or output requirements.
However, the increasing popularity of volunteer computingprojects has progressively
lead to attempts to enlarge the set of application classes that might benefit of Desktop
Grid infrastructures. If we consider distributed applications where tasks need very large
input data, it is no longer feasible to rely on classic centralized server-based Desktop
Grid architectures, where the input data was typically embedded in the job description
and sent to workers: such a strategy could lead to significantbottlenecks as the central
server gets overwhelmed by download requests. To cope with such data-intensive ap-
plications, alternative approaches have been proposed, with the goal of offloading the
transfer of the input data from the central servers to the other nodes participating to the
system, with potentially under-used bandwidth.

Two approaches follow this idea. One of them adopts a P2P strategy, where the in-
put data gets spread across the distributed Desktop Grid (onthe same physical resources
that serve as workers) [4]. A central data server is used as aninitial data source, from
which data is first distributed at a large scale. The workers can then download their input
data from each other when needed, using for instance a BitTorrent-like mechanism. An
alternative approach [4] proposes to use Content Distribution Networks (CDN) to im-
prove the available download bandwidth by redirecting the requests for input data from
the central data server to some appropriate surrogate data server, based on a global
scheduling strategy able to take into account criteria suchas locality or load balanc-
ing. The CDN approach is more costly then the P2P approach (asit relies on a set of
data servers), however it is potentially more reliable (as the surrogate data servers are
supposed to be stable enough).

In this paper, we make a step further and consider using Desktop Grids for dis-
tributed applications with highoutputdata requirements. We assume that each such ap-
plication consists of a set of distributed tasks thatproduce and potentially modify large
amounts of datain parallel, under heavy concurrency conditions. Such characteristics
are featured by 3D rendering applications, or massive data processing applications that
produce data transformations. In such a context, an new approach to data management is
necessary, in order to cope with both input and output data ina scalable fashion. Very re-
cent efforts have partially addressed the above issues fromthe perspective of thecheck-
point problem: thestdchksystem [5] proposes to use the Desktop Grid infrastructure to
store the (potentially large) checkpoints generated by Desktop Grid applications. This
proposal is however specifically optimized for checkpointing, where large data units
need to be written sequentially. It relies on a centralized metadata management scheme
which becomes a potential bottleneck when data access concurrency is high. Related
work has been carried out in the area of parallel and distributed file systems [6–8] and
archiving systems [9]: in all these systems the metadata management is centralized.
We propose ageneric, yetefficientstorage solution allowing Desktop Grids to be used
by applications that generate large amounts of data (not only for checkpointing!), with



random access patterns, variable access grains, under potentially heavy concurrency.
Our solution is based on BlobSeer, a blob management servicewe developed in order
to address the issues mentioned above.

The main contribution of this paper is to demonstrate how thedecentralized meta-
data scheme used in BlobSeer fits the needs of the considered application class, and to
demonstrate our claims through extensive experimental evaluations. The paper is struc-
tured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of our approach. Section 3 introduces
the proposed architecture, with a focus on metadata management in Section 4. Exten-
sive experimental evaluation is performed in Section 5. On-going and future work is
discussed in Section 6.

2 Towards a decentralized architecture for data and metadata
management in desktop grids

A sample scenario: 3D renderingHigh resolution 3D rendering is known to be costly.
Luckily, as rendering is embarrassingly parallel, both industry [10] and the research
community [11] have an active interest in building render farms based on the Desktop
Grid paradigm. In this context, one of the limitations encountered regards data manage-
ment: both rendering input and output data reach huge sizes and are accessed in a fine-
grain manner (frame-by-frame) under high contention (task-per-frame). From a more
general perspective, we aim at providing efficient data management support on Desk-
top Grids for workloads characterized by:large input data, large output data, random
access patterns, fine-grain data access for both reading and writingandhigh access
concurrency.

Requirements for data management Given the workload characterization given
above, we can infer the following desirable properties:

Storage capacity and space efficiency.The data storage system should be able to
store huge pieces of individual data blobs, for a large amount of data overall. Be-
sides, as we assume the applications to be write-intensive,they may generate many
versions of the data. Therefore, a space-efficient storage is highly desirable.

Read and write throughput under heavy concurrency. The data storage system
should provide efficient and scalable support for input/output data accesses, as a
large number of concurrent processes concurrently potentially read and write the
data.

Efficient fine-grain, random access.As the grain and the access pattern may be ran-
dom, the storage system should rely on a generic mechanism enabling efficient ran-
dom fine-grain accesses within huge data blobs. We definitelyfavor this approach
rather than relying on optimized sequential writes (as in [5]) to a large number of
small files, for manageability reasons.

Versioning support. Providing versioning support is also a desirable feature, favoring
concurrency, as some version of a data blob may be read while anew version is con-
currently created. This fits the needs the needs of checkpointing applications [5],
but is also suitable for efficient pipelining through a sequence of transformations
on huge amounts of data.



(a) A classic Desktop Grid architecture (b) A decentralized Desktop Grid architecture

Fig. 1. Metadata and data management in Desktop Grids: centralized versus decentralized

Global architecture overview In a classic Desktop Grid architecture (Figure 1(a)), the
workers directly interact with the central scheduler, in order to request a job. Each job
is defined by its input/output data, each of which can be downloaded/uploaded from
a (typically centralized) location provided by the scheduler. This scheme has several
major disadvantages. First, data is stored in a centralizedway: this may lead to a signif-
icant potential bottleneck for data intensive applications. Second, the wholemetadata
is managed by the central scheduler, which is put under high I/O pressure by all clients
that concurrently read the metadata and may potentially become an I/O bottleneck.

Whereas several recent approaches have proposed to decentralize data manage-
ment in Desktop Grids through P2P or CDN-based strategies [4], to the best of our
knowledge, none has explored the idea of decentralizing metadata. We specifically take
this approach and propose an architecture based on the BlobSeer prototype, which im-
plements an efficient lock-free, distributed metadata management scheme, in order to
provide support for performant concurrent write accesses to data. The Desktop Grid
architecture is modified as illustrated on Figure 1(b). The scheduler keeps only a min-
imal input/output metadata information: the bulk of metadata is delegated to a set of
distributed metadata providers. An overview of our approach is given in Section 3, with
a focus on metadata management in Section 4. Note that a full description of the algo-
rithms used is available in [12]: in this paper we briefly remind them, then we focus on
the impact of distributing data and metadata.

3 The core of our approach: the BlobSeer service

BlobSeer at a glance We have experimentally studied the approach outlined above
using ourBlobSeerprototype: a blob (Binary Large OBject) management service[13,
14]. To cope with very large data blobs, BlobSeer uses striping: each blob is made up
of blocks of a fixed sizepsize, referred to aspages. These pages are distributed among
storage space providers.Metadatafacilitates access to a range(offset, size)for any
existing version of a blob snapshot, by associating such a range with the physical nodes
where the corresponding pages are located.

BlobSeer’s client applications may update blobs by writinga specific range within
the blob (WRITE). Rather than updating the current pages, each such operation gener-
ates anewset of pages corresponding to the offset and size requested to be updated.



Clients may alsoAPPENDnew data to existing blobs, which also results in the creation
of new pages. In both cases, metadata is then generated and “weaved” together with the
old metadata in such way as to create the illusion of a new incremental snapshot that
actually shares the unmodified pages of the blob with the older versions. Thus, two suc-
cessive snapshotsv andv + 1 physically share the pages that fall outside of the range
of the update that generated snapshotv + 1. Metadata is also partially shared across
successive versions, as further explained below. Clients may access a specific version
of a given blob through theREAD primitive.

Metadata is organized as a segment-tree like structure (seeSection 4) and is scat-
tered across the system using a Distributed Hash Table (DHT). Distributing data and
metadata is the key choice in our design: it enables high performance through parallel,
direct access I/O paths, as demonstrated in Section 5.

BlobSeer’s architecture. Our storage infrastructure consists of a set of distributed
processes.

Clients mayCREATEblobs, thenREAD, WRITE andAPPENDdata to them. There may
be multiple concurrent clients, and their number may dynamically vary in time.

Data providers physically store the pages generated byWRITE and APPEND. New
data providers may dynamically join and leave the system. Ina Desktop Grid set-
ting, the same physical nodes which act as workers may also serve as data providers.

The provider manager keeps information about the available storage space and
schedules the placement of newly generated pages accordingto a load balancing
strategy.

Metadata providers physically store the metadata allowing clients to find the pages
corresponding to the blob snapshot version. We use a distributed metadata man-
agement scheme to enhance data throughput through parallelI/O: this aspect is
addressed in detail in Section 4. In a Desktop Grid setting, as the data providers,
metadata providers can be physically mapped to the physicalnodes acting as work-
ers.

The version manager is the key actor of the system. It registers update requests
(APPENDandWRITE), assigns snapshot version numbers, end eventually publishes
new blob versions, while guaranteeing total ordering and atomicity. In a Desktop
Grid setting, this entity can be collocated with the centralized scheduler.

Reading data To read data, clients need to provide a blob id, a specific version of
that blob, and a range, specified by an offset and a size. The client first contacts the
version manager. If the version has been published, the client then queries the metadata
providers for the metadata indicating on which providers are stored the pages corre-
sponding to the required blob range. Finally, the client fetches the pages in parallel
from the data providers. If the range is not page-aligned, the client may request only the
required part of the page from the page provider.

Writing and appending data To write data, the client first determines the number
of pages that cover the range to be written. It then contacts the provider manager and
requests a list of page providers able to store the pages. Foreach page in parallel, the
client generates a globally unique page id, contacts the corresponding page provider and
stores the contents of the page on it. After successful completion of this stage, the client



contacts the version manager to registers its update. The version manager assigns to this
update a new snapshot versionv and communicates it to the client, which then generates
new metadata and “weaves” it together with the old metadata such that the new snapshot
v appears as a standalone entity (details are provided in Section 4). Finally, the client
notifies the version manager of success, and returns successfully to the user. At this
point, the version manager is responsible for eventually publishing the versionv of the
blob. TheAPPENDoperation is almost identical to theWRITE: the implicit offset is the
size of the previously published snapshot version.

4 Zoom on metadata management

(a) The metadata af-
ter a write of four
pages

(b) The metadata after
overwriting two pages

(c) The metadata after an ap-
pend of one page

Fig. 2. Metadata representation

Metadata stores information about the pages which make up a given blob, for each
generated snapshot version. To efficiently build a full viewof the new snapshot of the
blob each time an update occurs, BlobSeer creates new metadata, rather than updating
old metadata. As we will explain below, this decision significantly helps us provide sup-
port for heavy concurrency, as it favorsindependent concurrent accesses to metadata
without synchronization.

The distributed metadata treeWe organize metadata as adistributed segment tree[15]:
one such tree is associated to each snapshot version of a given blobid. A segment tree
is a binary tree in which each node is associated to a range of the blob, delimited by
offsetandsize. We say that the nodecoversthe range (offset, size). For each node that is
not a leaf, the left child covers the first half of the range, and the right child covers the
second half. Each leaf covers a single page. We assume the page sizepsize is a power
of two. Figure 2(a) depicts the structure of the metadata fora blob consisting of four
pages. We assume the page size is 1. The root of the tree coversthe range(0, 4), while
each leaf covers exactly one page in this range.

To favor efficient concurrent access to metadata, tree nodesare stored on the meta-
data providers in a distributed way, using a simple DHT (Distributed Hash Table). Each
tree node is identified uniquely by its version and range specified by the offset and size
it covers.



Sharing metadata across snapshot versionsSuch a metadata tree is created when the
first pages of the blob are written, for the range covered by those pages. To avoid the
overhead (in time and space!) of rebuilding such a tree for the subsequent updates, we
create new tree nodes only for the ranges thatdo intersect with the range of the update.
These new tree nodes are “weaved” with existing tree nodes generated by past updates
(for ranges that do not intersect with the range of the update), in order to build a a
new consistent view of the blob, corresponding to a new snapshot version. Figure 2(b),
shows how metadata evolves when pages 2 and 3 of the 4-page blob represented on
Figure2(a) are modified for the first time.

Expanding the metadata treeAPPENDoperations make the blob “grow”: consequently,
the metadata tree gets expanded, as illustrated on Figure 2(c), where new metadata tree
nodes are generated, to take into account the creation of a fifth page by anAPPEND
operation.

Reading metadataMetadata is accessed during aREAD operation in order to find out
what pages fully cover the requested rangeR. This involves traversing down the seg-
ment tree, starting from the root that corresponds to the requested snapshot version. To
start the traversal, the client gets the root from the version manager, which is responsi-
ble to store the mapping between all snapshot versions and their corresponding roots.
A nodeN that covers segmentRN is explored if the intersection ofRN with R is not
empty. Since tree nodes are stored in a DHT, exploring a node involves fetching it from
the DHT. All explored leaves reached this way provide information allowing to fetch
the contents of the pages from the data providers.

Writing metadataFor each update (WRITE or APPEND) producing a snapshot version
v, it is necessary to build a new metadata tree (possibly sharing nodes with the trees
corresponding to previous snapshot versions). This new tree is the smallest (possibly
incomplete) binary tree such that its leaves are exactly theleaves covering the pages
of range that is written. The tree is built bottom-up, from the leavers towards the root.
Note that inner nodes may have children which donot intersect the range of the update
to be processed. For any given snapshot versionv, these nodes form theset of border
nodesBv. When building the metadata tree, the versions of these nodesare required.
The version manager is responsible to compute the versions of the border nodes such
as to assure proper update ordering and consistency.

5 Experimental evaluation

To illustrate the advantages of our proposed approach we have performed a set of ex-
periments that study the impact of both data and metadata distribution on the achieved
performance levels under heavy write concurrency. All experimentation has been per-
formed using our BlobSeer prototype.

Our implementation of the metadata provider relies on a custom DHT (Distributed
Hash Table) based on a simple static distribution scheme. Communication between
nodes is implemented on top of an asynchronous RPC library wedeveloped on top
of the Boost C++ ASIO library [16]. The experiments have beenperformed on the
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Fig. 3.Data distribution benefits under high write concurrency

Grid’5000 [17] testbed, a reconfigurable, controllable andmonitorable Grid platform
gathering 9 sites in France. For each experiment, we used nodes located within a single
site (Rennes or Orsay). The nodes are outfitted with x8664 CPUs and 4 GB of RAM.
Intracluster bandwidth is 1 Gbit/s (measured: 117.5MB/s for TCP sockets with MTU =
1500 B), latency is 0.1 ms.

5.1 Benefits of data decentralization

To evaluate the impact of data decentralization on the workers’ write performance, we
consider a set of concurrent workers that write the output data in parallel and we mea-
sure the average write bandwidth.

Impact of the number of data providers In this setting, we deploy a version man-
ager, a provider manager and a variable number of data providers. We also deploy a
fixed number of workers and synchronize them to start writingoutput data simultane-
ously. Each process is deployed on a dedicated node within the same cluster. As this
experiment aims at evaluating the impact ofdatadecentralization, we fix the page size
at 64 MB, large enough as to generate only a minimal metadata management overhead.
We assume each worker writes a single page. A single metadataprovider is thus suffi-
cient for this experiment.

Each worker generates and writes its output data 50 times. Wecompute the average
bandwidth achieved by all workers, for all their iterations. The experiment is repeated
by varying the total number of workers from 1 to 60.

Results are shown on Figure 3(a): for one single worker, using more than one data
provider does not make any difference since a single data provider is contacted at the
same time. However, when multiple workers concurrently write their output data, the
benefits of data distribution become visible. Increasing the number of data providers
leads to a dramatic increase in bandwidth performance: froma couple of MB/s to over
100 MB/s when using 60 data providers. Bandwidth performance flattens rapidly when
the number of data providers is at least the number of workers. This is explained by the
fact that using at least as many data providers as workers enables the provider manager
to direct each concurrent write request to a distinct data provider. Under such condi-
tions, the bandwidth measured for a single worker under no concurrency (115 MB/s)



is just by 12% higher than the average bandwidth reached when60 workers write the
output data concurrently (102 MB/s).

Impact of the page size We then evaluate the impact of the data output size on the
achieved write bandwidth. As in the previous setting, we deploy a version manager, a
provider manager and a metadata provider. This time we fix thenumber of providers
to 60. We deploy a variable number of workers and synchronizethem to start writing
output data simultaneously. Each worker iteratively generates its job output and writes it
as a single page to BlobSeer (50 iterations). The achieved bandwidth is averaged for all
workers. We repeat the experiment for different sizes of thejob output: 32 MB, 16 MB,
8 MB. As can be observed in Figure 3(b), a high bandwidth is sustained as long as the
page is large enough. The average client bandwidth drops from 110 MB/s (for 32 MB
pages) to 102 MB/s (for 8 MB pages).

5.2 Benefits ofmetadata decentralization

In the previous set of experiments we have intentionally minimized the impact of meta-
data management, in order to emphasize the impact of data distribution. As a next step,
we study how metadata decentralization impacts performance. We consider a setting
with a large number of workers, each of which concurrently generates many pages, so
that metadata management becomes a concern.

Impact of the number of metadata providers To evaluate the impact of metadata dis-
tribution as accurately as possible, we first deploy as many data providers as workers,
to avoid potential bottlenecks on the providers. Each process is deployed on a separate
physical node. We deploy a version manager, a provider manager and a fixed number
of 60 providers. We then launch 60 workers and synchronize them to start writing out-
put data simultaneously. Each worker iteratively generates a fixed-sized 64 MB output
and writes it to BlobSeer (50 iterations). The achieved bandwidth is averaged for all
workers. We vary the number of metadata providers from 1 to 30. We repeat the whole
experiment for various page sizes (64 KB, 128 KB and 256 KB).

Results on Figure 4(a) show that increasing the number of metadata providers re-
sults in an improved average bandwidth under heavy concurrency. The improvement
is more significant when reducing the page size: since the amount of the associated
metadata doubles when the page size halves, the I/O pressureon the metadata providers
doubles too. We can thus observe that the use of a centralizedmetadata provider leads
to a clear bottleneck (62 MB/s only), whereas using 30 metadata providers improves
the write bandwidth by over 20% (75 MB/s).

Impact of the co-deployment of data and metadata providersIn order to increase
the scope of our evaluation without increasing the number ofphysical network nodes,
we perform an additional experiment. We keep exactly the same setting as previously,
but we co-deploy a data provider and a metadata provider on each physical node (in-
stead of deploying them on separate nodes). We expect to measure a consistent per-
formance drop and establish a correlation with the results of the previous experiment.
This can enable us to predict the performance behavior of oursystem for larger physical
configurations.

Results are shown in Figure 4(b), for two page sizes: 128 KB and 64 KB. For
reference, the results obtained in the previous experimentfor the same job outputs are
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plotted on the same figure. We observe a 11% decrease for a 64 KBpage size and 7%
decrease for a 128 KB page size when using 60 metadata providers. Notice the strong
impact of the co-deployment when using a single metadata provider. In this case the
I/O pressure on the metadata provider adds to the already high I/O pressure on the
co-deployed provider, bringing the bandwidth drop to more than 66%.

The torture test: putting the system under heavy pressureFinally, we run an addi-
tional set of experiments that evaluate the impact of metadata distribution on the total
aggregated bandwidth under heavy write concurrency, when pushing the pressure on
the whole system even further by significantly increasing the number of workers that
write job outputs concurrently.
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In this setting, we use a larger config-
uration: we deploy a version manager, a
provider manager, 90 data providers and
90 metadata providers. The version man-
ager and the provider manager are de-
ployed on separate physical nodes. The
data providers and metadata providers are
co-deployed as in the previous experiment
(one provider and one metadata provider
per physical node). Finally, a variable
number of additional, separate physical
nodes (from 1 to 90) host 4 workers each,
thus adding up a maximum of 360 work-
ers in the largest configuration. All work-
ers are synchronized to start writing at the
same time. Each worker iteratively writes
an 8 MB output consisting of 128 pages of 64 KB size. We measurethe average write
bandwidth per worker over 50 iterations, for all workers andthen compute the overall
aggregated bandwidth for the whole set of distributed workers.



The results are synthesized on Figure 5. First, we can clearly see that using a cen-
tralized metadata provider severely limits the overall aggregated write bandwidth un-
der heavy concurrency, thus demonstrating the benefits of our decentralized metadata
management scheme. We could thus measure up to a 6.7 GB/s aggregated bandwidth
in a 60-metadata provider configuration, with 360 concurrent writers. Based on the
correlation established in the previous experiment, we could estimate that a 7.4 GB/s
bandwidth could thus be reached in a scenario where the metadata providers and data
providers would be deployed on separate physical nodes. We can further notice the
aggregated bandwidth always increases when adding metadata providers, however the
improvement is not uniform. Beyond 10 metadata providers (in this experiment), the
corresponding performance gain becomes less significant.

6 Conclusion

This paper addresses the problem of data management in Desktop Grids. While classic
approaches rely on centralized mechanisms for data management, some recent propos-
als aim at making Desktop Grids suitable for applications which need to access large
amounts of input data. These approaches rely on data distribution using P2P overlays
or Content Distribution Networks. We make a step further andpropose an approach
enabling Desktop Grids to also cope withwrite-intensive distributed applications, un-
der potentially heavy concurrency. Our solution relies on BlobSeer, a blob manage-
ment service which specifically addresses the issues mentioned above. It implements
an efficient storage solution by gathering alarge aggregated storage capacityfrom the
physical nodes participating to the Desktop Grid.

By combining data fragmentation and striping with an efficient distributedmeta-
data management scheme, BlobSeer allows applications to efficiently access data within
huge data blobs. The algorithms used by BlobSeer enable ahigh write throughput under
heavy concurrency: for any blob update, the new data may asynchronously be sentand
stored in parallel on data providers, with no synchronization. Metadata is then also built
and stored in parallel, with minimal synchronization. Moreover, BlobSeer provides ef-
ficient versioning support thanks to its lock-free design, allowing multiple concurrent
writers to efficiently proceed in parallel. Storage is handled in aspace-efficientway by
sharing data and metadata across successive versions. Finally, note that in BlobSeer,
accessing data sequentially or randomly has the same cost.

The main contribution of this paper is to explain how the BlobSeer approach fits
the needs write-intensive applications and to support our claims through extensive ex-
perimental evaluations, which clearly demonstrate the efficiency of our decentralized
approach. As a next step, we are currently experimenting efficient ways of using repli-
cation and dynamic group management algorithms, in order toaddress volatility and
fault tolerance issues, equally important in Desktop Grids.
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